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Abstract: Phishing poses a significant threat to the financial and privacy security of internet users and often serves as the starting point for cyberattacks. Many machine-learning-based methods for detecting phishing websites rely on URL analysis, offering simplicity and efficiency. However, these approaches are not always effective due to the following reasons: (1) highly concealed phishing websites may employ tactics such as masquerading URL addresses to deceive machine learning models, and (2) phishing attackers frequently change their phishing website URLs to evade detection. In this study, we propose a robust, multi-view Transformer model with an expert-mixture mechanism for accurate phishing website detection utilizing website URLs, attributes, content, and behavioral information. Specifically, we first adapted a pretrained language model for URL representation learning by applying adversarial post-training learning in order to extract semantic information from URLs. Next, we captured the attribute, content, and behavioral features of the websites and encoded them as vectors, which, alongside the URL embeddings, constitute the website’s multi-view information. Subsequently, we introduced a mixture-of-experts mechanism into the Transformer network to learn knowledge from different views and adaptively fuse information from various views. The proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art approaches in evaluations of real phishing websites, demonstrating greater performance with less label dependency. Furthermore, we show the superior robustness and enhanced adaptability of the proposed method to unseen samples and data drift in more challenging experimental settings.
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1. Introduce
Phishing attacks have evolved over the years, employing a variety of tactics to deceive users into divulging sensitive information, such as login credentials and financial data [1–6]. The harm caused by phishing attacks is substantial, often resulting in considerable financial losses, identity theft, and damage to the targeted organizations’ reputations. In recent years, the number and sophistication of phishing attacks have increased, with cybercriminals continually developing new techniques to evade detection and target unsuspecting victims.

One notable phishing attack in 2016 involved the Bangladesh Bank, where attackers stole USD 81 million by compromising the bank’s systems using a phishing email [7]. Another prominent example is the 2020 Twitter Bitcoin scam, where high-profile accounts were hijacked to promote a cryptocurrency scam, causing reputational damage to the social media platform and resulting in financial losses for some users [8]. These incidents highlight the pervasive nature of phishing attacks and the need for effective countermeasures.

Various anti-phishing methods have been proposed to address these threats, ranging from traditional blacklist-based approaches to more sophisticated machine learning techniques. Blacklist-based approaches rely on maintaining a list of known phishing websites,
which can quickly become outdated due to the dynamic nature of phishing attacks [9,10]. Machine-learning-based methods offer the potential to automatically learn and adapt to new phishing tactics by analyzing features such as URLs, website content, and behavioral patterns [11]. URL analysis, in particular, has been extensively researched, and advanced representation learning techniques, such as computer vision neural architectures and natural language processing models, have been employed to extract feature patterns from URLs, enabling rapid and accurate phishing URL detection [12–14].

However, these methods have their limitations. For instance, they may struggle to detect attacks that employ advanced obfuscation techniques, such as masquerading URL addresses. Additionally, phishing attackers frequently change their website URLs to evade detection, posing challenges for machine learning models that rely on URL analysis.

Consequently, identifying and leveraging additional features beyond URLs, such as website content, visual appearance, and behavioral patterns, is crucial for building robust anti-phishing countermeasures. Exploring these alternative features can potentially enhance the performance of machine-learning-based phishing detection models. By combining multiple feature sets, it is possible to develop more comprehensive and resilient anti-phishing strategies that can better adapt to the evolving tactics of phishing attackers, ultimately safeguarding users from a wider range of threats.

In this paper, we introduce a lightweight multi-view learning-based approach for detecting phishing websites by considering a diverse and easily obtainable set of website information. Our objective is to provide a highly usable, robust, and accurate solution for phishing detection, aiming to enhance real-world performance, including challenging scenarios such as imbalanced class detection, small-scale datasets used for learning, and long-term model performance. Our contributions are as follows:

- The proposed method employs adversarial post-training to transform a pretrained language model into a powerful URL feature extractor. This approach allows us to transfer the general knowledge learned from massive data by the pretrained language model to URL representation learning at a low cost, resulting in semantic-aware URL embeddings.
- Our research introduces three highly informative website features that are easily obtained yet possess significant discriminative value. These features encompass descriptions of website attributes, content, and behavior, which, in conjunction with the website’s URL, form the multi-view information of the website. This allows us to capture phishing attack cues from different perspectives, enabling accurate and evasion-resistant phishing detection.
- We propose utilizing a Transformer network with a mixture-of-experts mechanism to learn the multi-view information of webpages. By dynamically allocating weights to different views and adaptively learning the relevance of features within each view, our method effectively considers the relationships both between and within the constructed views of the webpages.
- The proposed method demonstrates superior performance when evaluated on real phishing websites, outperforming state-of-the-art techniques with higher accuracy and fewer labeled data. Furthermore, it maintains a recognition precision of over 96% even after 3 months, showcasing its robustness and effectiveness in detecting phishing attacks.

2. Related Work

In this section, we review related work in the area of machine-learning-based phishing detection.

2.1. URL-Based Methods

URL-based methods have been widely explored in the literature for phishing website detection. These approaches typically analyze the features and patterns in URLs to identify phishing attempts. Some common URL features include the length of the URL, the presence
of special characters, and the use of subdomains. Techniques such as lexical and token analysis can be employed to identify patterns within the URL structure. Researchers have used machine learning algorithms, such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and Decision Trees, to classify URLs based on the extracted features [15,16].

Recently, deep learning methods such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and natural language processing (NLP) have been applied to automate cybersecurity tasks [17–20], including the automatic extraction of URL features and the detection of phishing websites. Le et al. [21] proposed an end-to-end deep learning framework called URLNet, which uses a convolutional neural network to directly learn non-linear URL embeddings, overcoming the limitations of traditional machine learning methods that only rely on the lexical properties of URL strings and require manual feature engineering. Tajaddodianfar et al. [22] proposed the Tception network, which utilizes character-level and word-level information to predict whether a URL is part of a phishing attack. Jiang et al. [23] proposed an online malicious URL and DNS detection approach based on a character-level deep neural network, which maps URL and DNS strings into vector forms and uses a CNN network framework to automatically extract malicious features and train classification models. Experimental results on real-world URL and DNS datasets demonstrate that this method outperforms several state-of-the-art baseline methods in terms of efficiency and scalability.

Although there are numerous URL-based methods available [24–30], all of these methods may struggle to detect newly created phishing websites or those employing advanced obfuscation techniques, such as masquerading URL addresses. Additionally, phishing attackers frequently change their website URLs to evade detection, posing challenges for URL-based methods.

2.2. Methods Leveraging Multi-View Information

Apart from URL-based methods, researchers have also explored alternative approaches that incorporate additional information, such as website content, visual appearance, and behavioral patterns, for phishing detection. Ref. [31] used a hybrid CNN-LSTM model to extract URL features and combined it with page content features to train XGBoost for phishing detection. Ref. [32] proposed a hybrid identity-based phishing detection technique that leverages the webpage’s visual and textual identity, incorporating novel image features and brand-specific keywords derived from the webpage content using textual analysis methods. An empirical evaluation on multiple benchmark datasets showed that this joint visual–textual identity detection approach significantly improves the phishing detection performance, with an overall accuracy of 98.6%, while reducing the false-positive rate by up to 3.4%. Ref. [3] used website images and URLs, along with CNNs, to extract features and classify them into benign and phishing pages. HTMLPhish [33] is a language-independent and client-side strategy for webpage phishing detection that utilizes deep-learning-based approaches, specifically CNNs, to learn semantic dependencies in the textual content of HTML webpages and achieved an accuracy and true-positive rate of over 93% on a dataset of more than 50,000 HTML documents. Phish-Sight [34] is a machine-learning-based framework that uses dominant color features and popular brand names embedded in URLs’ webpages to detect phishing websites through a visual inspection strategy.

There is also some work using a mixture of features [35–38]. These approaches may require more computational resources and be more complex to implement compared to URL-based methods. Additionally, they may be susceptible to adversarial manipulation of website content or visual appearance. We propose a robust multi-view learning approach that leverages various readily available website information to achieve accurate and resilient phishing detection.

3. Method

The proposed method synergizes several aspects of a website as different views to detect phishing websites, including the website’s URL, attribute information, content information, and behavior information. Specifically, we use the following methods: (1) We
utilize a small amount of an unlabeled URL corpus and adversarial post-training learning to transform a 12-layer English BERT model into a URL feature extractor. This allows us to obtain the structural and semantic features of URLs at high quality and low cost. (2) Regarding attribute information, we primarily examine the domain registration information of the website. This is based on the consideration that phishing websites often have shorter registration times than benign websites. (3) Content information includes checking pop-ups, overlays, and unusual requests for personal information. (4) The page loading time and redirect times are recorded as the website’s behavior information. The statistical results of the aforementioned website’s attribute information, content information, and behavioral information are all encoded into vectors of the same scale. Additionally, the features of the URLs are extracted using our well-trained BERT-based encoder. Once all the information from different views has been encoded, we input this information into a Transformer network with a mixture-of-experts mechanism to further learn features relevant to the phishing detection task. This network comprises two key feature weighting components: the multi-head self-attention layer and the mixture-of-experts network. The multi-head self-attention layer captures dependencies between different views and allows the model to simultaneously attend to different semantic information. On the other hand, the mixture-of-experts network combines multiple expert models, which selectively contribute based on the input data’s characteristics, thereby enhancing the model’s performance and adaptability. The joint utilization of these two components facilitates the effective integration of features from diverse views, enables a comprehensive exploration of diverse information sources, and enables the adaptive extraction of highly expressive features. The model’s architectural design is illustrated in the accompanying diagram in Figure 1. To provide a clearer exposition of our method, the contents of this paper are organized as follows: Firstly, we introduce the proposed URL feature learning method. Next, we present the features from perspectives other than the URL, along with their respective feature processing methods. Finally, we describe the multi-view fusion learning architecture.

![Diagram](image_url)

**Figure 1.** The architecture of the proposed method.

### 3.1. BERT-Based Universal URL Feature Learning

The advancement of pretrained language models has shown unprecedented progress in data representation. Given the broad similarities between text and URLs, recent efforts have emerged to fine-tune the classical BERT model [39] for learning character representations of URLs, yielding impressive performance in tasks such as phishing and malicious website detection. However, these methods often require a substantial number of labeled URLs for the supervised fine-tuning of BERT, without considering the domain differences between text and URL data during the training process.

To better leverage the knowledge acquired by pretrained models from extensive data, we propose a transfer learning approach based on adversarial domain discrimination learning...
to adapt the standard classical BERT model for URL representation learning. Adversarial methods typically involve two vital components, namely, the generator and discriminator, with the generator serving as the feature representation learner in this context.

By incorporating adversarial domain discrimination learning, we aim to bridge the domain gap between text and URL data, enabling the BERT model to capture meaningful URL representations without the need for extensive labeled URL data. This approach harnesses the knowledge distilled from pretraining and adapts it to the specific task of URL feature learning, thereby capitalizing on the advantages offered by pretrained models on massive datasets.

The proposed method, inspired by [40], involves two concurrent procedures: post-training and adversarial learning. Specifically, our approach initializes the basic language understanding of BERT with its pretrained weights and adapts BERT through novel self-supervised pretraining tasks, including domain recognition and a target domain masked language model. During the post-training process, we employed adversarial learning to optimize the entire training procedure. The training process is illustrated in Figure 2.


**Figure 2.** Training process of BERT-based URL feature extractor.

### 3.1.1. Problem Definition and Notations

We are given two domains, denoted by $D_s$ and $D_t$, representing the source domain and the target domain, respectively. Within the source domain, there exists a set of unlabeled data $D_{su}$, where $N_u$ represents the number of unlabeled data points. Similarly, within the target domain, there is another set of unlabeled data $D_{tu}$, with $N_t$ being the number of unlabeled data points. Our objective is to leverage unlabeled data from the target domain to perform unsupervised post-training on the BERT model, enabling it to achieve domain generalization in the target domain (URL) and generate high-quality target representations. This method is named BERT$_{url}$.

### 3.1.2. Background of BERT

BERT is built on Transformer networks, which employ attention mechanisms to model dependencies between input sequences regardless of their distance. BERT is pretrained using two tasks: masked language modeling (MLM) to predict randomly masked words in the input, and Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) to classify the continuity of sentences. The MLM task allows BERT to capture contextual information from both left and right contexts, while the NSP task enables it to understand relationships between sentences. The pretrained BERT can be easily fine-tuned by adding a softmax output layer for specific classification tasks.

### 3.1.3. Domain-Distinguish Task

The Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) task encourages BERT to model the relationship between sentences beyond the word level, which proves beneficial for tasks such as question answering and natural language inference. However, in the context of malicious URL detection, we are primarily concerned with analyzing individual URLs, and the inference ability provided by NSP is not required. Instead, the ability to distinguish between different domains plays a crucial role. Therefore, during the post-training procedure, we replace the NSP task with a domain-distinguish task (DDT). Specifically, we construct cross-domain input pairs in the form of [CLS] A [SEP] B [SEP], where [CLS] and [SEP] are special embedding symbols used for classification and sentence separation. In this task,
50% of the time, both A and B are randomly sampled from the target domain data and labeled as TargetDomain. The remaining 50% of the time, A and B are sourced from both the target domain and the source domain, labeled as MixDomain. Domain-distinguish pretraining involves a classification task, where we augment the pooled representation by adding an output layer and maximizing the likelihood of the correct label. By performing domain-distinguish pretraining, we aim to enhance the model’s ability to discern distinct domains. This additional layer enables the model to capture specific features relevant to different domains, thereby improving its performance in downstream tasks that involve domain discrimination.

3.1.4. Target Domain MLM

To inject knowledge from the target domain, we employ the masked language model (MLM). This model requires predicting randomly masked words in sentences, encouraging BERT to construct deep bidirectional representations. In our specific task, we assume that there are no labeled data available in the target domain, but there is an abundance of unlabeled data that can be utilized for post-training BERT using MLM.

Specifically, we randomly replace 15% of the words with the [MASK] token. The final hidden vectors corresponding to the masked tokens are then fed into a softmax layer over the vocabulary, maximizing the likelihood of the masked tokens.

Post-training BERT with unlabeled review data from the target domain effectively alleviates the problem of domain knowledge transfer. The overall loss during the post-training process is the sum of the losses from the target domain MLM and the domain-distinguish task.

3.1.5. Adversarial Training

The post-training procedure injects target domain knowledge and endows BERT with domain awareness. Additionally, we employed adversarial training to enhance BERT’s perception of domain-specific features in the URL domain. Specifically, we designed a domain discriminator that operates on the hidden state $h_{[CLS]}$ of the special classification embedding [CLS]. This component plays a crucial role in adversarial training, distinguishing the domain characteristics.

The domain discriminator is designed to predict the domain labels of samples, indicating whether they originate from the source or target domain. The parameters of BERT are optimized to maximize the loss of the domain discriminator. This objective encourages BERT to deceive the domain discriminator and generate domain-invariant features.

Specifically, before passing the hidden state $h_{[CLS]}$ of the classification embedding [CLS] to the domain discriminator, it undergoes a gradient reversal layer (GRL) [41]. During forward propagation, the GRL behaves as an identity function. However, during backpropagation, the GRL reverses the gradient by multiplying it with a negative scalar $\lambda$.

The GRL can be represented as a “pseudo-function” $Q_\lambda(x)$ using the following equations to describe its forward and backward behaviors:

$$Q_\lambda(x) = x$$

(1)

$$Q_\lambda(x) = x$$

(2)

We denote the hidden state $h_{[CLS]}$ through the GRL by $Q_\lambda(h_{[CLS]}) = \hat{h}_{[CLS]}$ and then feed it to the domain discriminator as:

$$d = \text{softmax}(W_d \hat{h}_{[CLS]} + b_d)$$

(3)

The objective is to minimize the cross-entropy loss across all data samples originating from both the source and target domains.
\[ L_{\text{dom}} = -\frac{1}{N_s + N_t} \sum_{i} \sum_{j} \hat{d}_i(j) \log d_i(j) \]  

(4)

where \( \hat{d}_i \in [0, 1] \) denotes the ground-truth domain label. Through the gradient reversal layer (GRL), the parameters \( \theta_d \) of the domain discriminator are optimized to enhance its predictive capability for domain labels, while the parameters \( \theta_{\text{BERT}} \) of BERT are optimized to deceive the domain discriminator, resulting in the generation of domain-invariant features.

3.2. Additional Views

In addition to the URL, obtaining domain registration information, checking for privacy inquiries and pop-ups, and recording the webpage loading time and redirection counts are essential for constructing different views of a webpage. We employ a WHOIS-based domain query tool [42] to retrieve the registration time of a domain. By calculating the difference between the current date and the domain registration time, we obtain the final domain registration time information. We employ the Selenium tool to validate whether a webpage contains requests for sensitive personal information or exhibits abnormal pop-up windows. If such elements are present, their feature values are set to 1; otherwise, they are set to 0. Additionally, we also collect statistics on the number of webpage redirecions and the webpage loading time. To mitigate deviations caused by varying communication conditions, a standardization approach is applied to timestamp webpage loading times. Specifically, we run a set of top 100 websites (representing benign webpages) on a local machine and record their average loading time. Dividing the loading time of each webpage by this average yields the normalized loading time used for subsequent analysis.

Once collected, these pieces of information are encoded into feature vectors with the same dimensionality as the token embeddings of the URL. Specifically, the domain registration information, represented as a numerical value indicating time, is transformed into a binary representation. The resulting binary sequence is then padded with zeros or truncated to create a fixed-length vector of 756 dimensions. Similarly, the content information, redirection count, and webpage loading time are also encoded using the same approach.

3.3. Training with Multi-View Features

After acquiring initial feature representations from multiple views of a website, they are fed into a supervised learning system to train a robust malicious website detection model. During the supervised learning process, our objective is for the model to simultaneously grasp information within each view as well as across views. Learning the information within each view aids in capturing unique characteristics and localized details, leading to a better comprehension of the intrinsic expressions within each view. Simultaneously, learning the information across views enables the model to capture correlations and interdependencies among different viewpoints. This interplay of information allows us to understand the similarities, differences, and complementary nature between views, resulting in a more comprehensive and cohesive feature representation.

To address this, we propose the utilization of a Transformer with a mixture-of-experts (MoE) network to effectively model and integrate multi-view information. This network architecture retains the transformative power of the Transformer’s multi-head attention mechanism while replacing the conventional fully connected layers with a flexible process [43]. MoE consists of a gating network and multiple expert networks. The gating network produces a set of gating coefficients that determine the contribution of each expert. These gating coefficients represent the expertise or relevance of each expert for the given input. Each expert network is responsible for learning specific patterns or features in the data. These expert networks are typically designed to capture different aspects of or variations in the data, allowing for a diverse set of representations.

The multi-head attention mechanism empowers the Transformer model to concurrently focus on different positions within the input sequence. By adaptively calculating...
attention weights, it can effectively capture both the contextual relationships within each view and the associations across views. On the other hand, the mixture-of-experts mechanism, based on a decomposition model, allows the model’s decision-making process to be divided into several expert models. These experts’ outputs are then combined using weighted combinations. By incorporating the mixture-of-experts mechanism into the Transformer architecture, the model gains the ability to dynamically combine feature representations from diverse views. This synthesis leads to the creation of more expressive and comprehensive multi-view feature representations.

The model architecture is depicted in Figure 1, where the FFN layer is replaced by the MoE layer to facilitate more sophisticated representation learning. Parameter sharing across Transformer blocks enables more efficient parameter deployment. Within each MoE layer, a router is employed to select $K$ experts to acquire more intricate representations.

### 3.3.1. Computation with MoE

As a representative conditional computation model [44], the MoE model selectively activates a subset of experts within the network. For each input, we specifically direct the relevant hidden representations to the chosen experts for processing. In accordance with the formulation presented by [45], where $E$ denotes the number of trainable experts and $x \in \mathbb{R}^D$ represents the input representation, the output of the MoE model can be expressed as:

$$
\text{MoE}(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{E} g_i(x) e_i(x)
$$

where $e_i(\cdot)$ denotes a non-linear transformation $\mathbb{R}^D \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^D$ of the $i$th expert, and $g_i(\cdot)$ is a non-linear mapping $\mathbb{R}^D \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^E$ of the $i$th element of the output of a trainable router $g(\cdot)$. Usually, both $e(\cdot)$ and $g(\cdot)$ are parameterized by neural networks.

According to the aforementioned formulation, during the training process, $g(\cdot)$ is usually sparsely represented; only a subset of experts can be activated and updated through backpropagation. In this study, each expert is implemented as a Feed-Forward Neural (FFN) layer.

### 3.3.2. Routing

To enforce sparse routing with $g(\cdot)$, we utilize the TopK() function to select the highest-ranked experts. Following the approach introduced by Riquelme et al. (2021), the formulation of $g(\cdot)$ can be expressed as:

$$
g(x) = \text{TopK}(\text{softmax}(f(x) + \epsilon))
$$

Here, $f(\cdot)$ represents the routing linear transformation from $\mathbb{R}^D$ to $\mathbb{R}^E$, and $\epsilon \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \frac{1}{E})$ is Gaussian noise introduced to facilitate expert routing exploration. The application of softmax after $f(\cdot)$ contributes to enhanced performance and promotes sparsity among the experts. When $K \ll E$, a significant proportion of elements in $g(x)$ tend to approach zero, thereby achieving sparse conditional computation.

### 4. Experiments

In this section, we empirically evaluate the performance of our proposed methods.

#### 4.1. Implementation Details

During the training of BERT$_{url}$, BERT$_{base}$ (uncased) was utilized as our base model. In the generation of post-training data, each URL was duplicated 10 times with different masks and pairs. To ensure manageable sequence lengths, we set a maximum length limit of 256 tokens. During the post-training phase, we conducted training with a batch size of 16 for a total of 10,000 steps. The optimizer employed was Adam, with a learning rate of $2 \times 10^{-5}$, $\beta_1 = 0.8$, $\beta_2 = 0.99$, and an L2 weight decay of 0.01. For the adversarial...
training, the weights in the domain discriminator were initialized from a truncated normal distribution with a mean of 0.0 and a standard deviation of 0.01. In the gradient reversal layer (GRL), we defined the training progress as $p = \frac{t}{T}$, where $t$ represents the current training step, and $T$ denotes the maximum training step. The adaptation rate $\lambda$ was dynamically adjusted using the formula $\lambda = \frac{2}{1 + \exp(-10p)} - 1$.

We employ a sequence of three consecutive transformer blocks with mixture of experts (MoE) to facilitate the learning of multi-view features. Each block is equipped with eight self-attention heads to capture diverse dependencies within the input. Within the MoE layer, we leverage five experts and set the top K parameter to 2, effectively selecting the most relevant experts for representation fusion. To optimize the model, we utilized the Adam optimizer, configuring the optimizer with a momentum value of 0.9, which promotes smooth and consistent updates, and a weight decay of 0.01 to regulate the magnitude of the model’s parameters.

4.2. Dataset

To evaluate the model’s performance on phishing URL detection, this study utilized the PhishTank dataset. PhishTank is a publicly available community-driven database of phishing URLs comprising a substantial number of verified phishing websites. The data used for this research were obtained from the PhishTank website (https://www.phishtank.com/). A total of 2,198,157 URLs were collected, predating November 2022, with 3637 online webpages identified as verified phishing webpages.

Given the continuous expansion of the internet, which includes a vast number of URLs, ensuring diversity in the training samples of benign URLs is crucial for training a model so as to accurately reflect the real-world online environment. This diversity ensures that the model is exposed to a wide range of legitimate URLs, helping to mitigate the bias between experimental results and the real world. In order to construct a diverse collection of benign webpages, we sampled a significant number of legitimate URLs from the top 10 million pages based on Open PageRank. Specifically, we initially selected the top 100,000 pages, as they are popular and highly ranked, making them less likely to be disguised as phishing websites. Subsequently, we randomly sampled from the remaining 9.9 million pages to ensure a diverse distribution of the collected benign webpages, approximating the overall distribution of the internet. Finally, we verified the sampled webpages using the VirusTotal tool to ensure their legitimacy.

Consequently, a curated set of 40,066 benign webpages was obtained. An unlabeled URL dataset was created using the 2,198,157 URLs combined with 40,066 benign URLs, which was utilized for the adversarial pretraining of BERTurl. For the training and evaluation of the final phishing detection model, 3637 verified phishing webpages along with 40,066 benign webpages were employed.

This meticulous data collection process, encompassing a comprehensive range of both phishing and benign URLs, ensures the robustness and reliability of the model’s performance assessment in the phishing URL detection domain.

4.3. Baseline Approaches

In this study, several state-of-the-art techniques were selected as baseline approaches and compared with the proposed method. These methods include URLNet [21], DURLD [46], DTD [47], FS-NB [48], TCURL [49], and PhishBERT [27].

URLNet is a combination of character-level and word-level convolutional neural networks, designed to capture multi-scale URL features and improve phishing URL detection. DURLD encodes the original URL into character-level embeddings and leverages the state-of-the-art Transformer architecture to train the malicious detection model. TCURL adopts a hybrid network structure with two parallel branches: a convolutional branch and a Transformer branch. A fusion block is used to process information from both branches, considering both local and global correlations of URL characters. FS-NB is a supervised feature selection method based on statistical approaches, aiming to enhance the performance of
URL-based webpage topic classifiers. This method incorporates embedded feature selection to achieve feature-weighted Naive Bayes classification. Lastly, DTD is a deep-learning-based method for web tracking. PhishBERT, a dedicated URL pretraining language model, employs the standard BERT model architecture and leverages masked language modeling along with a customized pretraining objective. It undergoes pretraining on a vast dataset of over 2 billion URL samples.

4.4. Experimental Setting

To evaluate the performance of the model, we devised three experimental scenarios: (1) balanced dataset evaluation, where the model is trained using an equal number of positive and negative samples; (2) imbalanced dataset evaluation, which represents a more realistic setting mimicking the actual internet environment; (3) data drift evaluation, in which, due to the constant efforts of phishing attackers to evade detection by frequently updating or evolving webpages, the occurrence of concept drift becomes inevitable. Consequently, even well-trained models may experience a decline in their detection performance over a certain period. In this experimental setting, we assessed the model’s sustained detection capability.

4.5. Evaluation Metrics

In this study, we employed the following evaluation metrics to assess the proposed methods:

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN} \quad (7)
\]

\[
\text{TPR} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \quad (8)
\]

\[
\text{FPR} = \frac{FP}{TN + FP} \quad (9)
\]

\[
F1 = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} \quad (10)
\]

In addition to these measures, we also report the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve and the Area Under the Curve (AUC) as part of our findings.

4.6. Evaluation on Balanced Dataset

In this experiment, a balanced dataset was created by merging 3637 online phishing webpages with an equal number of randomly sampled webpages from a pool of 40,066 benign webpages. The average results of several methods, obtained through five-fold cross-validation, are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>URLNet</th>
<th>DURLD</th>
<th>DTD</th>
<th>FS-NB</th>
<th>TCURL</th>
<th>PhishBERT</th>
<th>Our Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.9793</td>
<td>0.9704</td>
<td>0.9767</td>
<td>0.9718</td>
<td>0.9748</td>
<td>0.9856</td>
<td>0.9861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPR</td>
<td>0.9839</td>
<td>0.9795</td>
<td>0.9698</td>
<td>0.9681</td>
<td>0.9714</td>
<td>0.9852</td>
<td>0.9896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPR</td>
<td>0.0253</td>
<td>0.0387</td>
<td>0.0164</td>
<td>0.0245</td>
<td>0.0218</td>
<td>0.0140</td>
<td>0.0174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>0.9843</td>
<td>0.9813</td>
<td>0.9751</td>
<td>0.9736</td>
<td>0.9787</td>
<td>0.9905</td>
<td>0.9932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1-Score</td>
<td>0.9794</td>
<td>0.9707</td>
<td>0.9765</td>
<td>0.9717</td>
<td>0.9747</td>
<td>0.9856</td>
<td>0.9861</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compared to other methods, our approach demonstrates significant advantages across multiple evaluation metrics, achieving an accuracy of 0.9861 and a high TPR with a low FPR.
Additionally, our method demonstrates remarkable performance in two comprehensive metrics, F1-score and AUC, with values of 0.9222 and 0.9932, respectively. These results indicate the advantages of our approach in simultaneously maintaining high precision and recall rates, as well as its strong discriminative power and robustness in phishing/benign sample differentiation.

4.7. Evaluation on Unbalanced Dataset

The quantity of phishing webpages on the internet is typically much lower compared to that of legitimate webpages. Consequently, it is paramount to employ an imbalanced dataset for model evaluation. We curated an imbalanced dataset consisting of 3637 verified phishing webpages and 40,066 benign webpages. The benign webpages were sampled from the top 10 million websites, providing a larger sampling space than any previous experimental setup to ensure the diversity of benign samples.

Therefore, our experimental setup presents two key challenges compared to prior research: (1) We deliberately introduced a significantly large class imbalance, where the model tends to focus more on the plentiful benign webpage samples, potentially resulting in a diminished capability to accurately predict positive samples. (2) Due to the diversity and comprehensiveness of our benign samples, the test set contains negative sample patterns and features that are unseen or infrequently encountered in the training set. This poses a risk of the model misclassifying samples that should actually belong to the negative class as positive, leading to an increase in false positives.

Table 2 presents the results of these models using different training data sizes (70%, 30%, and 10% of the total dataset).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>URLNet</th>
<th>DURLD</th>
<th>DTD</th>
<th>FS-NB</th>
<th>TCURL</th>
<th>PhishBERT</th>
<th>Our Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.9756</td>
<td>0.9752</td>
<td>0.9661</td>
<td>0.9679</td>
<td>0.9737</td>
<td>0.9810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPR</td>
<td>0.9698</td>
<td>0.9620</td>
<td>0.9558</td>
<td>0.9565</td>
<td>0.9619</td>
<td>0.9730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPR</td>
<td>0.0239</td>
<td>0.0236</td>
<td>0.0330</td>
<td>0.0311</td>
<td>0.0252</td>
<td>0.0183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1-Score</td>
<td>0.8687</td>
<td>0.8659</td>
<td>0.8244</td>
<td>0.8322</td>
<td>0.8589</td>
<td>0.8950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When utilizing 70% of the data for training, our method achieved an accuracy of 0.9853, outperforming all the other methods, including URLNet, DURLD, DTD, FS-NB, TCURL, and PhishBERT, which achieved accuracies ranging from 0.9679 to 0.9810. Additionally, our method demonstrated a high true-positive rate (TPR) of 0.9839, indicating its ability to effectively identify phishing webpages. Moreover, our method exhibited a lower false-positive rate (FPR) of 0.0146, suggesting its capacity to minimize the misclassification of benign webpages as phishing. The F1-score, a comprehensive measure of precision and recall, was significantly higher for our method at 0.9176, while the baseline methods ranged from 0.8244 to 0.8950.

When training with only 30% of the data, our method continued to outperform the baselines, achieving an accuracy of 0.9567. Notably, our method exhibited a higher TPR of 0.9395 compared to the other methods, indicating its robustness in detecting phishing webpages.

When training with only 10% of the data, our method still maintained a high performance, achieving an accuracy of 0.9307. The TPR of 0.8878 is also significantly higher than that of the baseline methods.
webpages. The FPR for our method was notably low at 0.0417, showcasing its ability to maintain a low misclassification rate of benign webpages. The F1-score for our method was 0.7832, surpassing those of the baseline methods, which ranged from 0.5704 to 0.6623.

Even with a limited training set size of 10%, our method demonstrated commendable performance, achieving an accuracy of 0.8878. It showcased a relatively high TPR of 0.8708, implying its capability to identify a considerable proportion of phishing webpages. Furthermore, our method achieved a low FPR of 0.1107, indicating its ability to effectively distinguish benign webpages. The F1-score for our method was 0.5637, surpassing those of the baseline methods, which ranged from 0.3145 to 0.4634.

Overall, our method consistently outperformed the baseline methods across varying training set sizes. It showcased robustness in identifying phishing webpages, maintaining a low misclassification rate of benign webpages and achieving higher F1-scores. These results highlight the effectiveness and superiority of our method in tackling the challenges posed by imbalanced datasets and varying training set sizes.

Furthermore, we plotted the ROC curves and calculated the corresponding AUC values for several models under this experimental setup. Figure 3 demonstrates that the proposed method exhibits higher confidence in distinguishing benign webpages from phishing webpages while achieving a favorable balance between sensitivity and specificity. It effectively maintains a high true-positive rate while reducing the false-positive rate. Moreover, the superior ROC curve and higher AUC value indicate the model’s robustness, enabling it to handle imbalanced datasets. It remains unaffected by the uneven distribution of positive and negative samples, thereby adapting well to diverse data scenarios and providing relatively stable evaluations.

![Figure 3. Comparison of ROC and AUC between proposed method and baseline method in imbalanced data experiment.](image)

### 4.8. Data Drift Evaluation

Phishers continuously modify or migrate the URLs of their phishing webpages to evade security mechanisms and countermeasures, enabling them to deceive users and engage in malicious activities. This strategy makes the detection and prevention of phishing webpages increasingly challenging, as the dynamic changes in webpage addresses render learned rules and patterns from the training set ineffective. This phenomenon is commonly referred to as data drift. To evaluate the model’s resilience to data drift, we collected an evaluation dataset over a period of 3 months after completing the training data collection. Each month, we continued to gather 100 samples, forming the data drift evaluation dataset consisting of three subsets, C1 to C3, representing phishing webpages collected one month, two months, and three months after model training, respectively. Since the evaluation dataset solely consists of phishing samples, we report only the accuracy.

The results in Figure 4 indicate that our proposed method outperforms all six baseline approaches in handling data drift in phishing websites. Upon analyzing the results in detail, we observe several key factors that contribute to the superior performance of our method. Firstly, our approach incorporates advanced feature engineering techniques and learning
algorithms that capture both static and dynamic characteristics of phishing websites. By considering features such as URL structure and behavioral patterns, our method can effectively identify subtle changes introduced by data drift.
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Figure 4. Comparison between proposed method and baseline method in data drift experiment.

4.9. Ablation Study

We conducted a series of experiments comparing the performance of our method with and without key components:

1. BERTurl: This scheme removes perspectives other than the URL and utilizes only our adversarially trained BERTurl model.
2. BERT + Multi-views: This scheme utilizes the original English BERT to obtain the initial representation of the URL and combines it with several other perspective features used in this study.
3. FinedBERT + Multi-views: This scheme utilizes the fine-tuned BERT for the URL, in conjunction with other perspective features used in this study.
4. Full.

The ablation study was conducted on the imbalanced dataset. By analyzing the ROC curves and corresponding AUC values, we can assess the relative effectiveness of each ablation model.

Based on Figure 5, we observed several key findings regarding the performance of different models. Firstly, the Full model consistently outperformed all the ablation models across various evaluation metrics. Notably, as the amount of training data decreased, the performance gap between the Full model and the ablation models widened. This finding highlights the importance of retaining all the components and features in the Full model, as it consistently demonstrated superior performance in handling the complexities of the task.

Figure 5. Comparison of several ablation models.

Secondly, we compared the performance of Ablation Model 1 (BERTurl) and Ablation Model 2 (BERT + Multi-views) across three different datasets. Interestingly, we observed that as the dataset size decreased, the importance of the multi-perspective information...
increased. Specifically, the performance of Ablation Model 1, which retained the smile feature, was better than Ablation Model 2 on smaller datasets. This suggests that the inclusion of multiple perspectives becomes more critical when the dataset is limited, as it provides additional discriminative information for accurate classification.

Overall, these results provide valuable insights into the effectiveness of the Full model and highlight the significance of multiple perspectives in capturing the complexities of the task, particularly in scenarios with limited training data. These findings contribute to the understanding and improvement of models for the task at hand, with implications for further research and development in related fields.

5. Discussion

Here, we discuss the competitiveness and limitations of the proposed method compared to existing state-of-the-art approaches, as well as scalability and deployment considerations.

5.1. Competitive Analysis

In addition to outperforming other state-of-the-art methods in baseline experimental comparisons, our approach demonstrates significantly superior performance in areas such as imbalanced data learning, small-scale data learning, and long-term model performance. The outstanding performance of our proposed model can be attributed to several key factors:

- Our model incorporates multiple perspectives by extracting various features from a webpage, including its URL, domain registration, privacy requests, loading time, and redirection information, which are closely related to phishing websites. By considering these features, our model is able to capture various aspects and complex patterns associated with phishing attempts, thereby improving performance and enhancing the handling of small sample learning and class imbalance scenarios.

- Furthermore, we utilize a Transformer network with mixture of experts to integrate multi-perspective features for supervised learning in phishing detection tasks. The combination of Transformer’s attention mechanism and mixture of experts allows the model to extract essential knowledge from multi-perspective information, accurately learn class distribution boundaries in class-imbalanced data, and particularly focus on highly expressive and stable features, thereby enhancing its long-term detection capability.

- URLNet [21], DURLD [46], and PhishBERT [27] have demonstrated the importance of utilizing URLs. However, these methods are constrained by the limited scope of labeled learning. To address this limitation, we propose an unsupervised URL feature learning method based on BERT. This method incorporates adversarial and domain-aware learning, taking into consideration resource efficiency and leveraging the powerful representation capabilities of pretrained models. Our approach not only enables us to learn the structural and semantic information of URLs but also allows us to acquire expanded knowledge from models trained on massive amounts of text. These contributions serve as a solid foundation for the performance of our proposed model.

5.2. Analysis of Limitations and Scalability

5.2.1. Scalability

Our approach is built entirely upon the Transformer architecture, which provides better scalability compared to previous methods based on CNNs, RNNs, and hybrid networks. Transformer enables efficient parallel processing and distributed computing, allowing it to handle large-scale datasets and adapt to increasing workloads. Additionally, the modular and hierarchical structure of Transformer allows for easy scalability and the integration of additional components, improving the overall system’s scalability.
5.2.2. Limitations

Our lightweight method for multi-view feature learning faces challenges when deployed on edge devices due to the use of a BERT-based approach for URL representation learning. However, we can overcome these challenges through efficient compression techniques and model optimization methods.

To address deployment difficulties on edge devices, we can leverage techniques such as model quantization, knowledge distillation, and parameter pruning. Model quantization reduces the network weight and activation precision, minimizing memory usage and computational requirements. Knowledge distillation transfers knowledge from a large model to a smaller, efficient model while maintaining performance. Parameter pruning selectively removes redundant or less important parameters, further reducing size and computational demands.

By applying these techniques, we strike a balance between model complexity and efficiency, facilitating deployment on edge devices with limited computational resources.

6. Conclusions

In conclusion, this study addresses the significant threat posed by phishing attacks to internet users’ financial and privacy security. We propose a robust, multi-view Transformer model with an expert-mixture mechanism for the accurate detection of phishing websites. By incorporating URL analysis, website attributes, content, and behavioral information, our approach surpasses existing methods in terms of performance and label dependency. Specifically, we employed adversarial post-training to adapt a pretrained language model for URL representation learning, enabling the extraction of semantic information from URLs. Furthermore, we captured the attribute, content, and behavioral features of the websites and encoded them as vectors. These, along with the URL embeddings, form the multi-view information of the websites. Our study contributes to the advancement of phishing detection methods by introducing a comprehensive and robust approach that leverages multiple views and exhibits high performance even in challenging scenarios. The proposed method holds promise for enhancing the security of internet users and countering the evolving tactics employed by phishing attackers.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>URL</td>
<td>Uniform Resource Locator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROC</td>
<td>Receiver Operating Characteristic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>Area Under the Curve</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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